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Journal The free silver plank in the Democratic platform mat-
tered little to him compared to the menace of McKinley's high
protective tariff. On the day before the election he wrote in the
Journal:
Gold and silver are merely the banners under which the rival con-
testants in this election have ranged themselves. The banks are not
really concerned about their legitimate business under any cur-
rency. They are struggling for the power of profiting by the issuance
of paper money, a function properly and constitutionally belonging
to the nation. The railroads are not really concerned about the
"fifty-cent dollar/' either for themselves or for their employees.
They are concerned about their power of running the government
and making and administering the laws. The trusts and pools and
rings are not really concerned with any reduction in the wages of
their workmen, but for their own power of robbing the people. The
krger business interests have frightened each other, as children do
when one says, "Ghost!" Let them frighten no thinking man.11
But George's cause lost again. McKinley was elected. '"This
result makes our fight the harder/7 he said. And he who had
been so buoyant began to show signs of discouragement and
weariness—a sort of world sorrow.
Leo Tolstoy12 had become an enthusiastic follower of the
economics of George, although it was not until several years
later that he expressed his enthusiasm in fiction form in his
novel—Resurrection. The messages of the economist and the
novelist were the same—the brotherhood of man, although their
methods of preachment were different. They were so much in
sympathy, George felt, that he resolved to visit the great Russian
on his next trip to Europe. In the meantime they exchanged
letters. Tolstoy wrote on April 8,1896:
The reception of your letter gave me a great joy for it is a long
time that I know you and love you. Though the paths we go by are
different, I do not think that we differ in the foundation of our
thoughts.
I was very glad to see you mention twice in your letter &e life
to come*
There is nothing that widens so much the horizon, that gives such
firm support or such a clear view of things as the consciousness that
although it is but in this life that we have the possibility and the

